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Unraveling the core-collapse supernovae mechanism is an outstanding computational challenge
and the problem remains essentially unsolved despite more than four decades of effort. However,
progress in realistic modeling has occurred recently through the availability of petascale platforms
and the increasing sophistication of supernova codes. CHIMERA is a code we have developed
to simulate core-collapse supernovae in one, two, and three spatial dimensions, incorporating
modules for ray-by-ray neutrino transport and nuclear kinetics. In addition to this base function-
ality, CHIMERA includes several other features designed to provide additional capability. For
example, the availability of Lagrangian tracer particles in CHIMERA allows us to produce real-
istic, post-processed estimates for a variety of multi-messenger observables, including supernova
nucleosynthesis and gravitational wave signatures.
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1. The Complexity of Core-Collapse Supernova Modeling

How the stalled core-collapse supernova shock is revived and proceeds to disrupt the mas-
sive star that serves as its progenitor is the central (unsolved) question of supernova theory. The
specifics of this process formed the basis of many of the first simulations ever performed in compu-
tational astrophysics [1], and have been pursued on supercomputers ever since. Although realistic
modeling of the core-collapse supernova mechanism a computational challenge that is nearly unri-
valed, examination of some of the known physical processes in the event does provide a short list of
probable actors. “Ray-by-ray” simulations [2–5] capture much of the neutrino transport realism in
multidimensional models, neglecting only contributions from lateral neutrino transport, which will
likely only be important below the neutrinospheres in the proto-neutron star. The addition of a pre-
scription for nuclear burning to a multidimensional ray-by-ray radiation hydrodynamics scheme
allows much of the known physics in the problem to competently addressed. CHIMERA—our
core-collapse supernova code—has been developed with these notions in mind. The resultant sim-
ulation results provide reasonable physical fidelity (i.e., enough to determine the nature and many
of the consequences of the explosion mechanism) at a tractable cost.

2. CHIMERA & Nuclear Kinetics

CHIMERA can well be described as a “chimera” of three, separate, rather mature codes.
The codes are tightly coupled in a single executable through a set of interface routines. The pri-
mary code modules are designed to evolve the stellar gas hydrodynamics (VH1), the “ray-by-ray-
plus” neutrino transport (MGFLD-TRANS), and the thermonuclear kinetics (XNET). These three
“heads” are augmented by a sophisticated equation of state for nuclear matter (e.g. LS-EOS [6])
and a self-gravity solver capable of an approximation to general-relativistic gravity. The general
features of two-dimensional simulations using CHIMERA have been reported in Bruenn et al. [7].

Ideally, neutrino transport would be implemented with full multidimensional Boltzmann trans-
port. As a compromise between accuracy and computational intensity, we employ a “ray-by-ray-
plus” approximation (cf. [4]) for neutrino transport, whereby the lateral effects of neutrinos such
as lateral pressure gradients (in optically thick conditions), neutrino advection, and velocity correc-
tions are taken into account, but transport is performed only in the radial direction. The neutrino
opacities employed for the simulations are the “standard” ones described in [8], with the isoener-
getic scattering of nucleons replaced by the more exact formalism of [9], which includes nucleon
blocking, recoil, and relativistic effects, and with the addition of nucleon–nucleon bremsstrahlung
[10] with the kernel reduced by a factor of five in accordance with the results of [11].

The equation of state (EOS) of [6] is currently employed for matter at high densities. For re-
gions not in NSE, an EOS with a nuclear component consisting of 14 alpha-particle nuclei (4He to
60Zn), protons, neutrons, and an ironlike nucleus is used. An electron-positron EOS with arbitrary
degeneracy and degree of relativity spans the entire density-temperature regime of interest. The
nuclear composition in the non-NSE regions is evolved by the thermonuclear reaction network of
[12]. This is a fully implicit general purpose reaction network; however, currently we have im-
plemented only a so-called α-network, i.e. only reactions linking the 14 alpha nuclei from 4He
to 60Zn are used. Because the α-network neglects reaction flows involving neutron-rich nuclei, it
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Figure 1: νp-process nucleosynthesis calculation from tracer particle trajectory.

provides only estimates of the energy generation rates for nuclear burning stages encountered in the
supernova [±50% for oxygen burning and±10× for silicon burning; 13]. Detailed nucleosynthesis
requires evolving 150 or more nuclear isotopes throughout the matter which is ultimately ejected.
Simple replacement of the 14 element network with 150 isotopes in the fully implicit Backward Eu-
ler integration scheme represents a several hundred-fold increase in the computational cost. Given
the current ≈5% of execution time required by the alpha network in the current simulations, this
cost is prohibitive if implemented naïvely. However, to better confront observations of isotopic
abundances in the event, we have also finished the initial development of a tracer particle tracking
module in CHIMERA to allow more detailed post-processing nucleosynthesis calculations to be
performed [14].

3. Tracer Particles

The hydrodynamic scheme in CHIMERA is Eulerian, wherein the state of the stellar material
is defined on a grid that is fixed in space. However, as individual parcels of stellar material en-
counter various thermodynamic conditions as they wind their way through the outer and inner core
of the star, the composition of these parcels will be strongly modified, most notably by significant
temperature differences. The value of Lagrangian tracer particles in an Eulerian hydrodynamic
scheme is the ability to follow the evolution of mass elements from start to finish. This can be
used, for example, to compute post-processing nucleosynthesis with a much larger thermonuclear
reaction network (see Fig. 1 as an example), or map the final location of progenitor compositional
features (see Fig. 2). The tracers in CHIMERA are implemented with a simple Euler Scheme, im-
plicitly assuming the velocity remains constant over a timestep. With the small timestep imposed
by the Courant condition on the spherical polar grid, the Euler scheme proves entirely consistent
with more complex schemes like the predictor-corrector, and has a lower data overhead. This lower
overhead is important, because the unique parallel decomposition of the CHIMERA code poses an
additional challenge. The hydro modules of CHIMERA, based on the VH-1 hydrodynamics code,
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Figure 2: Tracer particle snapshot post-bounce in a CHIMERA simulation. Particles are color-coded
according to their original locations in the progenitor compositional profile.

Gravitational Waves from Core Collapse Supernovae 7

Figure 4. Left: Trajectories of the tracer particles. It is shown the clear deflections
of infalling particles through the shock that collectively produce low-frequency high-
amplitude component of the GW signal shown on the right panel. Right: Comparison
between the matter signal (solid red) and signal calculated using the tracers (dashed
blue). Both panels correspond to our 15 M! simulation.

the PNS (Fig. 1 left). The shock modulations a!ect the kinetic energy of the accretion

flows and, consequently, the amplitude of the GWs generated when these flows hit the

PNS. Hence the high-frequency modulations are beneath a low-frequency envelope.

All of our GW signals end with a slowly increasing tail, which reflects the

gravitational memory associated with accelerations at the prolate outgoing shock (see

also Fig. 5 in [23]). The tail continues to rise at the end of our runs because the

explosions are still developing and strengthening. The 15 M! model GW is shown in

Figure 3, where the explosion starts at ! 300" 350 ms after bounce, and by 400 ms the

signal from the PNS has largely ceased.

Focusing now on hchar (Figure 2 right), it is important to note that the peak at

! 700 " 800 Hz is associated with the high-frequency component of rh+, which in

turn is associated with the downflows hitting the PNS surface, as discussed above.

A precise association of the signal at lower frequencies with phenomena in the post-

bounce dynamics will require a detailed analysis using tracer particles and will be left

to a subsequent paper [9]. The lower-frequency modulations (the envelope) in rh+,

which in turn are associated with the SASI-induced shock modulations will certainly

be an important component of this lower frequency signal. Finally, we note that the

possible dependence of the AdvLIGO-observable signal between 100 Hz and 700 Hz on

the progenitor mass also requires further investigation and a detailed discussion, which

will be presented in [9].

The amplitudes of the GWs from neutrino emission are negative from bounce

to ! 180 " 220 ms after bounce and then increase dramatically, becoming positive

throughout the end of the simulation. The positive sign is consistent with a relative

dominance of neutrino emission along the polar over the equatorial regions [18]. The

Figure 3: Left: Deflections of infalling tracer particles passing through the shock collectively produce the
low-frequency, high-amplitude component of the GW signal shown in the right panel. Right: Comparison
between the matter signal (solid red) and signal calculated using the tracers (dashed blue)

use a global stripe-wise decomposition between processors instead of the more ordinary block de-
composition. This requires a global transform of the data between directional sweeps, but obviates
coordination of neighboring blocks and simplifies coupling with the ray-by-ray neutrino transport
modules in CHIMERA, which also operate on radial stripes. This simplicity for the transport how-
ever made implementation of the tracers much more challenging. Instead of tracers occasionally
transiting from one block to a neighbor, the global transform in VH-1 requires accounting for
such a transit with each directional sweep. This strip-wise decomposition also requires directional
splitting of the tracer evolution. Our testing has shown that such splitting, which is actually more
consistent with the hydrodynamic evolution, has negligible effect on the tracer evolution.
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In addition to their originally-intended purpose as matter tracers for post-processed nucleosyn-
thesis calculations, we have recently used the Lagrangian tracers to confirm our understanding of
generation mechanisms for gravitational waves (GW) in CHIMERA simulations [15]. In particular,
using data from the tracer particles, Yakunin et al. [15] were able to show that the low-frequency
component of the prompt (i.e. from core bounce to roughly 50-75ms post bounce) GW signal in
CHIMERA simulations stems from matter deflections at the supernova shock (see Fig. 3). In gen-
eral, the ability to follow matter parcel trajectories allows us to follow and quantify a number of
separate physical processes in supernova simulations. The possession of a tool to tease apart the
multifarious feedbacks present in the simulations contributes appreciably to the insight that can
be gleaned through computation. This is an important capability, as the ability to simultaneously
confront observations of the myriad of multi-messenger signals from core-collapse supernovae is
the preeminent measure of the value of our multiphysics simulations.
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